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ABSTRACT
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FOREWARD

This pamphlet represents the outcome of a workshop in

mathematics given February 4, 1971 at the office of the

Bicultural Socialization Project, Title VII-M, Wilson School

District No. 7, Phoenix, Arizona. A major purpose of the

workshop was to present the kinds of materials which might be

placed in math learning centers to be established in project

classrooms. Such materials would provide for ongoing learning

experiences of children in these classrooms.

This workshop was given following a request of the project

aides. They expressed the need for knowing more about child-

ren's learning in this area and about the kinds of activities

and materials which they might use with children.

The seven chapters summarize the presentations made by

thcae conducting the workshop. The games described in the

menth chapter were played by the trainees and evaluated by

them. The participants made samples of these games for use in

their own classroom.

It is hoped that this pamphlet may serve as a reference

for the workshop participants as well as providing information

for those not involved in the activities of this day. The

materials included in this pamphlet shouli be considered as a

springboard for further development of materials for child

learning.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

As you talk with others about your early school experiences

how often have you said or heard others say, "I was never good

at math." or "I hated math. I still do,"? Studies reveal this

is a common feeling among many adults and youths today. If

you are one of those who has no pleasant memories'of your

arithmetic classes haye you considered how you as a Leacher

might be developing the same attitudes towards mathematics by

the children in your classroom?

Recently, British publications have included an analysis

of why math was once such a drudge and was such an unpopular

subject. Publication of studies by the psychologist, Piaget,

on stages of mental development were basic to British educators'

concern in developiag new waya of halping children develop

understanding of math principles. Knowledge of their success

has spread throughout England and the United States. This

approach which is described in practice in the English Infant

Schools could be labeled as the Discovery Approach.

The British Nuffield Mathematics Project has published

several books describing different facets of the "new look"

in -eacLing Math. These Nuffield materials have been used for

guidance in the development of the materials in this pamphlet.

The first published volume of the Nuffield Project includes

on the title page a Chinese proverb reflecting the value and
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purpose of this approach.

I hear, and I forget
I see, and I remember
I do, and I understand.

In other words, children learn best by "doing" through

activity and experience. The knowledge gained by solving

genuine problems, and the judgement-making experiences necessary

for their solution are a vital part of concept formation.

If a child is given a problem to solve which is related

to his environment and this problem is within his framework of

reference, it becomes meaningful and he is strongly motivated

to seek its solution.

and rewarding to him.

Working out the solution becomes exciting

The child's experience is of major con-

cern to the teacher as she guides the child in his discovery

of relationships.

Mathematical activity can be derived from many sources.

A wide variety of objects in the classroom, materials in the

out-of-school environment and objects in the home setting all

provide opportunities for developing mathematical awareness.

The child needs to be guided to look at his surroundings with

ftnew eyes". An important role of the teacher is to help the

children develop acute powers of observation and an ever-

present enthusiasm for finding relationships and problems In

the mozt commonplace situations and places. The teacher her-

self needs to develop a sensitivity for possibilities that

come out of the children's questions and discussions.
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Most young children are endowed with a natural curiosity

about everything around them. This curiosity is considered

by some as a natural drive to learning. Children can be em-

couraged to investigate their environment and recognize ongoing

change. If the child is encouraged to really "see" his surround-

ings and is helped to develop an ever-increasing sensitivity

to it, he will acquire a sense of adventure and derive a great

deal of delight in investigating it. As he becomes more and

more aware of his surroundings he may be helped to develop an

insight into the relationships in his environment and their

relationship to the world of mathematics, if mathematics ma

be defined then as the story of relationshir3.

Situations that bring about discovery experiences are

carefully structured by the teacher. The teaching role is

complex. Primarily, it Is concerned with the supplying of

materials. It must be remembered that withholding materials

can be just as important for the stimulus and development of

children's thinking as the type of materials that are intro-

duced.

When utilizing this approach to tlaching, it is important

for the teacher to define the objectives and goals she has in

mind as she plans the presentation of any given materials. She

always keeps in mind the six stages which tak,:t place in any

discovery process.
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I. Presentation of material under structured circumstances
with defined objectives previously established.

II. Providing children sufficient time to manipulate the
material and experiment freely with it. Looking,
touching, feeling, sinning, tasting accompanied by
appropriate discussion takes time.

III. At this stage the mathematical vocabulary relative to
the material being presented is introduced. Every
attempt to discuss the nature of the material in many
different ways is of utmost importance. Through
discussion, questions and answers appropriate vocabu-
lary is reinforced.

IV. The next step is the emergence of a problem or the
formation of a hypothesis. This could be a question
that came out of the discussion or one made by one of
the children. At the early stages, it is sometimes
desirable for the teacher to pose or ask the question.

V. The testing of the hypothesis can be a thrilling
experience for the children. The teacher must make
every effort to allow each child to test the hypothesis
in his own way. It is rewarding and interesting to
see how children will go about their own task of
testing the hypothesis.

VI. Communication and sharing findings is the last step.

In going through these stages the most difficult task

of the teacher is to refrain from giving the children direct

answers. She must constantly remember to encourage each child

to make discoveries for himself. As children put into words

their findings, they are sealing their discoveries and clarify-

ing them in their own mind. This is vital to the learning

process.
I\

9



CHAPTER TIM

PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

Often children will begin to write endless stories about

everything. Their desire to communicate in writing is a

significant cue for the teacher. She should give the child

ample opportunity to write about his mathematical experiences.

She will guide him to use all of the mathematical vocabulary

which he has gained through discussion. The teachers may record

on cards or chart the math vocabulary used during discussion.

Such records are made available to the child for use in writing

his story, creating graphs or charts to illustrate his story.

Until the child finds this to be a rewarding task, it is

best not to attempt anything but oral discussion. Communicating

discovery experiences can be accomplished in many ways. Here

again, the role of the teacher is very important as she

attempts to make learning enjoyable.

A story about his discoveries using the language he has

learned through discussion is the first and most advisable way

to encourage a child to express his experiences. Dictated

or self-written stories soon follow. Often these are subjective.

Such stories could be kept in the child's individual work

folder. The teacher can use these records as a means of

assessing the child's depth of understanding of the math

concepts being studied.

10



It is not essential that all math experiences be recorded.

There are many ways to record experiences and not all forms are

used for the same experience. The teacher can introduce

different ways of recording as she goes along with her young

researchers letting them realize that tomorrow has many

fascinating new projects. The child's interest should deter-

mine whether the recording of findings adds br detracts from

the enjoyment of the experience.

Communicating these experiences in writing, pictorially

or in the form of graphs have as their main objective the

reinforcement of mathematical relationships as the child goes

from the simple, concrete pictorial representations to the more

abstract.

Following are examples of different ways of recording.

They may be done individually, in small groups and still

others may become class projects when all of the students in

the class participate in the investigation.

I. MAPPING - a means of showing correspondence on a one-

to-one basis.

Example: a junk box can be introduced to the group to
promote experiences in classifying according to many
different criteria:

color
texture
shape
things that hove holes in them and things that

don't.
things from the store, the beach, the home, etc.
things that sink and things that float
things I like and ithings I don't care about
plastic, metal, wood, etc.

11
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Once a given objective for discussion has been
established and the six steps mentioned before have
been followed, including perhaps, a written.story about
the ways in which the things from the junk box were
classified, ma.221.2.8_ of this experience might well
follow:

On two cards might be recorded: (1) Things That
Float and (2) Things That Sink. The children would
then be asked to record this classification. Their
record might look like this.

Things That Float Things That Sink

(Above is an example of the drawing the
children might make in order to describe
their classification. They might cut
pictures from magazines instead of draw-
ing them;)

At this time the term collection and set might be explained

iand discussed. A collection might be described as a set when

lit is clear that any given one of the objects really does belong

to the collection.

12
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II. Another way of recording the preceeding experience

is by placing the objects on the table, classifying them and

partitioning them with a string. The cards which would be

placed inside the circle mi ht look like this.

In the previous graph the set is split
into two subsets: Things That Float
and Things That Sink.

PARTITIONING consists of splitting a set into sub-sets so

that each sub-set contains at least one element and each element

belongs to just one sub-set.

III. Each item could be labeled on a 5 x 7 card and a

block graph might be made on a large piece of tagboard. (See

the following page.)



THINGS
THAT

FLOAT

I RULER

--;POOL

I ERASER j
P L UIC

THAT
SINK

_NICKEL

GLPSS

eurTON

SCISSORS I

IV. Using arrows the same material could be categorized even

more pictorially:

14
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As the children discuss their discoveries and the way in which

they have recorded them they begin to see the relationships

expressed in them. Children might be encouraged to discuss

their picture graph. They might be helped to express their

findings by indicating the following relationships.

cork - float
ruler - float
spool - float
eraser - float
nickel - sink
button - sink
snissors - sink
glass - sink

amlir

V. Sets partitioned into more than two sub-sets might be

charted in this manner.

ITEMS
PROM

TUN K
BOX

METAL WOOD PLASTIC



VI. VENN DIAGRAMS - displays of information u..ing different

pens to show different categories. This type of representation

is useful in introducing the concept of inclusion - that one

object can share the characteristics of two subsets. The idea

of inclusion practiced here will reinforce the concept that

3(7.

7vait-4
(suhe

Research can be made in the class amongst
the boys and girls to see how many have
curly hair. The Venn Diagram can describe
their findings.

Curly
Hastr

Rosct (Diaba Ben

Maria )Roberto Tack

The teacher can ask the chilefln to describe their findings .

from this diagram. Diana we know is a girl and has curly hair

therefore belonging to both sets. Julie, Rosa and Maria are

girls but they do not have curly hair. Ben is not a girl but

has curly hair and Jack, outside the diagram, is neither a

girl nor has he curly hair. (A picture is worth 1,000 words.)

16
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VII. Inclusion can be expressed in other ways:

Gir

Tack
x Beh

Roberto

ThL2 diagram is more limited than the previous one. It

reveals only which girls have curly hair. We have no infor-

mation about the boys.

17
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VIII. Sock graphs are fun for ihe children. The class can

make an enjoyable project out of reporting their findings.

1

rnAR1A

RO5A

RO6ERT0
DIONA

JULIE

54010"
SOC

IMP

LoN4.
SC Cgs

rt(rNTS

NO
cK5

18
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IX. As the children develop the ability to graph their

findings the teacher can lead them to represent such investi-

gations in a more abstract way.

1%1 a rie
5 WoRT
SOCKS

L ow&
socks

..r. bi. I

i '3 5 1

N O.

Sock S

Mei ria +
.

--1-

Roberto 4-

rosA

Ola nu

Yulie 1 1-
i-

7k

i

At this time it might be appropriate to discuss with the

children the vocabulary used in graphs. Horizontal and

vertical axis might be labeled and defined.

Suggested Discovery Proiects

Length of socks
ages
shoe size
number of cars seen on the way to school
number of people crossing the street at two or more set times.
color of hair
brothers and sisters
pets in the family
color of eyes
rides, walks or comes to school in bus
birthdays
number of girls having buttons on their dresses
kinds of ears in the family
T.V. programs watched
solids, plaids, stripes in shirt or dress
types of shoes

19



CHAPTER THREE

ASSIGNMENT CARDS

Math experiences can be recorded in many ways. Children

are motivated by the variety of ways in which they can report

their discoveries. The use of assignment cards (which may also

be labeled job, work, activity or direction cards) has

proved to be a very successful way of guiding the young

11 researchers" to defined objectives.of study.

The assignment cards pose questions and suggest problems

which involve some form of measurement or mental operations

with numbers. It is important to remember that the cards

promote active thought which leads to judgement-formation and

to the making of decisions. Through these cards the child can

be encouraged to make up his own questions as well as to compare

his answers with his classmates.

In developing and using assignment cards the following

points should be considered by the teacher.

1. Identify specific objectives.

2. Attempt to vary the objectives to include as many
mathematical concepts as possible.

3. Have available, in one place, all of the tools
necessary to carry out the objective.

4. Pose questions relating to the assignment.

5. Encourage the children to make up their own questions.
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6. Encourage preliminary discussion of items included on
the card.

7. Encourage the child to compare his results igith those
of his fellow classmates.

8. Encourage suggestions from groups on further extension
or research.

Assignment cards can be made when planning the weekly or

monthly class activities, and can include the expected

mathematical objectives for that time period. An open-minded

attitude towards the cards is advisable, since it is highly

possible that new activities and research projects can stem

from ongoing work. In fact, the time may come in which the

children can suggest their own projects. The teacher is open-

minded to this cue. Since each child progresses at his own

speed it is important that enough cards are made to cover the

same concept so that each child will feel rewarded in his efforts.

The most important value of the assignment card is in

promoting problem solving skills for each child and to open

the possibilities of all mathematical functions within the

discovery experience. When developing assignment cards the

teacher develops a range of cards including estimation,

measurement, comparison, addition, subtraction, division,

and eventually, algebra.

21
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RECORD KEEPING

Children enjoy keeping their own records. A book

or folder where each child could file his own work has

been mentioned previously.

If assignment cards are used, a wall chart might be

made where each child could keep a running record of all

of the cards he has completed. This is a useful means

for a teacher and child to evaluate progress. The chart

could be divided in columns :of'different colors (see dia-

gram below). Color cards might interpret math areas such

as shape, size, computation, time problems, money, etc.
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YELLOW
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Another wall chnrt would include names of all the

children in the class. Borizontally recorded would be

the numbers one to eighteen. Each assignment card would

have a specific number. The child could record the date

1.of completion under the number of the designated card.

(See diagram below).

1 ('IAMES I Q 3 4/ 5'6 i g. ci 0 11

',11.......1:1___:L__
ri

12 /31y /4" g it a
5. A pA (A s Ni i 3

P. Avi la
i

.

B. 13,Gi 14 es 971 1

S M. 0 Ro (PN I

.S:'; 114

-

11111111111111.1

.
..7. 1) 1 ...4 z. tll 1

t. ..Vcrs Quez. 0-- 1

1

7,

;

4
III

RIO
dining

NM
i

11 I.
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Some teachers lilr.e to keep individual records of their
student's progress in mathematics. Following is an example
of a card that could be used for this purpose.

lisS;rrnents corodeie&e, or
nvesfi afeci

rLa2 Sevoester tSJerflD

Sunlrelciry of &ore sS

I 5rec;F;c d;rnetjfies

1 Tr eva luck+;ovi

Teekciler Is rio rYle

24
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SETS, FACTS, COUNTING AND TALLYING

ORGANIZING MATERIALS

Many boxes, rocks and pinecones are some of the possible

materials available for manipulation. The teacher might ar-

rainge them in some order: size, color, shape, use etc. and

asks "Who can describe why I put them in these sets?" After

a period of discussion and manipulation one of the children

might begin this type of classification. Usually children

will be eager to order and arrange materials. The teacher

asks questions about the way in which the materials are

arranged. The children take turns, arranging the items

indicating why they choose to organize the materials in a

particular way. The discussion can take many directions.

Descriptions developing some of the following might develop.

AMOUNT: more-less

SIZE: larger-smaller

FEEL: texture

NUMBER: counting

OPERATIONS: adding-subtracting

DESCRIPTION: color

Before presenting materials the teacher will have in mind

one or two concepts she wants to help the children understand.

She directs questions to children, picking up on the children's

leads as they arrange and talk about the objects. She may

record words, phrases or sentences on cards, a chart or the

board. She may jot down problems as they are posed and

solved. She may help a child write or dictate a story about
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what 'he has done.

Another value of this technique is for identifying

concepts children know and further experiences needed to

develop concepts. Their math vocabulary can be determined

and then extended.

USE OF MATERIALS

A collection of boxes is good for this type of activity.

Questions such as the following might be asked.

How many colors on each box?

How many words on a box?

How many sides does a box have?

How man boxes open T.Tith a fla ? from the top from sides)

How lone (wide, deep) are the boxes?

Measurn bores with tape measur,e.

Sort by color, shape, size.

How could these boxes be orRarized?

Why did John orAartze his boxes j n this waY?

Rocks can be used and sorted according to texture, size,

color. Objects might be classified according to things which

come from trees, the ground, the kitchen. Objects might be

sorted according to the kind of material and use. Games can

be centered around a specific question.
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Wh are these thin s sorted this wa

How are these things alike?

How are these thin s different?

How many scales doyou estimate to be on this pinecone?

How many rocks are in this set? Estimate first.

Can ou divide the set into three subsets?
(string may be used to partition a subset).

WORKING WITH SETS

Each child is given the choice of several shapes cut

from gummed paper. One child sticks his shapes on a large

sheet of paper any way he likes. Another adds his and a

third circles 2 (or more)sets with a crayon. The group (or

a fourth child) writes the problem.

Written assignment cards or charts can be made, giving

instructions at a math center for any of these activities, after

tfie thildren have had ample time to manipulate the materiali,
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make discoveries of their own both alone and with the guidance

of an adult. A card at a center with a collection of bottles

might read:

INake 2 sets using the bottles.
an equation about the 2 sets.

USING A CALENDAR

A yearly calendar may be used to stimulate comparison,

observation, adding, subtracting, dividing, the "0" concept,

seasons, numberical order.

GRAPHING

On small pieces of construction paper, each child might

write his name and paste the paper in the column which repre-

sents the month in which he was born.

IAN ,rE6 1111 R 'APRIL rollY DIA ILO Ali& [SEPT oc-T,NOV Dec

-%-.....L...--

r7537:-
....--.-.......

Oen
Mina
Rosc. ''''"er .-.......* 046..0.0

pi ,..- a'N,......- ........

""v"- tfie. 5 ' -....-- "....... ,".

28



From this, observations and comparisons may be drawn.
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How many children had birthdays in Jan.? March?

Which month has the most birthdays? How many?

Which month has no birthdays?

How many months are in a year?

These months have no birthdays

These months have 1 birthday

These months have 2 birthdays

How many children were born in winter? spring? summer?
fall?

Concepts such as semi-annual, annual, seasons, half year,

mid-year can come from this work.

USING NUMBERS

Lessons could 1,3 geared around one number and all the

things you can do with it. How does it look and feel? Prob-

lems can be created with it. Words may be developed about

it. How might we write it? (Roman Numeral). Can we find it

around the room? Can we play a game using the number?

Tallying as a device can be introduced in any counting

activity or game scoring. The counting by five after the

tallys are taken is good practice.



CHAPTER SIX

LINEAR MEASUREMENT

The child needs to start with arbitrary things for mea-

suring. These should be objects familiar to his own world,

i.e. string, yarn, match boxes, sticks, lengths of paper,

knitting needles, wood, etc. An example of a problem in this

form of measurement would be: How many match boxes-long

is this table? Estimate first. (We discussed the need to

estimate first.) By guessing, the child is usually more an-

xious to find the correct (or nearest correct) measurement.

Such units as: digit, palm, span, foot, cubit, yard,

fathom, etc. might be used as the next form of measurement.

It is easier for children to relate body parts to measurement

before moving on to the standard units of measure. Things

that can be visually perceived and related to oneself are easier

for children to uuderstand. An example of this kind of prob-

lem would be:

Estimate first. Measure the length of your

desk using:

a. óubits

b. palms

c. azsal

d. digitl

30
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By encouraging students to compare their measurements

for these problems children can be helped to recognize the

need for a standard unit of measurement.

Items that could be put in the math center for teaching

the concept of linear measurement include match boxes, string,

knitting needles, ribbon, wood, yarn, book lengths, lengths

of paper, charts identifying limb measurements, i.e. cubits,

spans, foot, yard, palm, digit and fathom. When the standard

unit of measurement isAntroduced, items such as the following

could be added: rulers, yardsticks, tape measures and all types'

of objects for measurement in standard units.

MATH ASSIGNMENT CARDS

The math assignment card or work-problem card was intro-

duced in the workshop. Each participant took a card and an-

swered some of the questions on it. Participants discussed

and compared the answers.

These cards might be used for independent or small group

activities. The cards could be stored in a file box and kept

in the math center.

LIQUID MEASUREMENT

Introducing liquid measurement is much like initiating

linear measurement. Working from arbitrary units to the stan-

dard unit of measure would be meaningful. Following is an
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example of a math assignment card using arbitrary units.

Estimate fir3t.

How many cupfuls fill one jam jar?

How many jam jars fill one jug?

Make a table.

After spending much time on arbitrary units of liquid

measurement, children can be helped to move to standard unit

of measurement, i.e. pints, quarts, gallons, etc. Following

is an example of a proBlem using standard units.

Using water:

How many pints can I pour into one gallon?

Estimate first.

How many pints can I pour into one quart?

Estimate first.

"....1
Items that could be included in the math center for

teaching liquid measurement include some of the following:

sand, water, beans, various sises of bottles, cans, jars,

buckets, jugs, cups, pints, 1/2 pints, quarts, gallons and

measuring spoons.

WEIGHT

It is important to recognize the need for developing

understanding of arbitrary weights before going on to the

32
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standard units. Following is an example of this type of prat,-

lem.

Use a balance scale.

Kow many beans weigh about the same as 6 rockta

Before weighing, estimate.

One could try this problem with such objects as: nails,

sand, seeds, water, feathers and iron.

Teaching for understanding of the comparative concepts

of heavy, heavier; heaviest; light, lighter, lightest; long,

longer, longest; wide, wider, widest, etc. is developed through

the use of varied materials. The following objects could be

used: graduated seashells, graduated boxes, graduated keys,

graduated screws, etc.

When the studInts are familiar with arbitrary weights

and concepts of size, it is time to move into the standard

units, i.e. ounce, pound, ton, etc. Some objects that could

be placed in the math center for the teaching of weight are:

all types of manipulative objects that can be weighed or com-

pared, balance scales, food scales, postal scales, fisherman's

scales.

Time and money cOncepts can also be extended in this man-

ner. Introducing clocks, coins and paper money provide a

concrete base for the development of Ouch understanding.



CHAPTER SEVEN

GAMES

Games which give the children practice in adding and sub-

tracting are useful. Such games can be an independent activity,

once the children are.thoroughly familiar with the games.

The teacher and aide might play the games before introducing

them to the children attempting to identify possible problems

children might encounter as they*play. For.examfae, if a leader

holds up a card with a problem and the children are to cover the

answer on their cards, the answer should be on the back of the

leader's card. This avoids many trips to the teacher and

disputes among the group members.

I. Bingo-type gapes can be made by the teacher as well as the

children. Where possible, more than one set of rules for play

should be devised, one set of cards for problems, another for

the number word. Answer cards remain the same.

=
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II. Dice offer many opportunities for number, drill and counting.

At a throw of the dice a marker is moved the number spaces of

the throw. Markers can be various geometric shapes. When

one lands on a space with his shape, he gets.a.pre-deternined

bonus move or a penalty. The children can devise rules for

these games and write them up for use.

0 El
.6 1 0
4 I D.

A
c=
0

III. Wheels can be made wtich give a selection of all combine-

tions within the child's abilities.

A moveable sign might
indicate addition or
subtractions.
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IV. Geometric shaves are a fascinating field of discovery for

children when they can manipulate them and see how they combine.

Folders can be made with shapes which combine to form another

shape. The design to be made caa be on the cover of the folder

for the child to follow and/or written instructions can be

provided. When using these folders, the teacher can talk about

and label !'he different shapes used as well as encourage the

child to label them. Here are 8 ideas.

Can you make a
with 4 small .40. ta

with 2 large a 'a?

IOW

With 1 large
with 3 small L-Net
can you make this?

With 4 Ate
can you make
an inner square?

Vith 4 smallAts
with 1 large
can you make a

36



With 2 small A 's

with 1 large
can you make a [---1?

With 2 ZS 's
can you make a D ?

With 1/2 circle
and 2 1/4 circles
do you have a 0

-32-

With 2 's

can you make a large/A

V. Geometric shapes can also be used here to provide practice

in forming them.

0.11111MMO
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VI. Number sequence can be practiced by doing dot-to-dot

drawings. A sheet of acetate can be attached to poster or tag

board and a picture layed under it. The teacher might find

suitable pictures in color books to make these. Caution use

only plastic marking crayons for easy removal, permanent felt

pens are permanent.

s 7

. .
39 :4' .10

gi 1
3°2. 31

;

411. *a. 4/.0 ame .....

VII. Felt numbers on cards are another teacher-made material,

useful in helping children recognize and form the numbers. Some

teachers use sandpaper in place of felt.

VIII. A game called "Miner" can be adapted to many levels.

(Adaptation of game developed by Addison-Wesley, 1970) Many

cards from 1-10 are provided, mired and distributed among players,
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each child puts out a combination forming 9 (or) one card is

put in the middle by a child, another adds his and any combina-

tion forming 9 gets all the cards. It could be used for

subtraction also. This io a flexible game and should be played

by adults first to determine how it could beet be used in the

classroom.

IX. Balloon Game Prep,tre a 12" x 18" card with many balloons

having sums on them. The children receive problems on balloon

shaped cards. Each child selects a problem from his cards and

puts it on the balloon having the answer. He says the problem

and the answer as he does this. This could be adapted to any

theme, flower, airplanes, cars, etc.
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X. Plake value and mental computing are practiced with the

following game.

Provide a 2 place pocket card for each player.0
1

i

I 1

1

i I,
,

In the pockets are cards 0 through 9 and arranged in

ascending order from front to back. Children hold the pockets in

front of them, facing the leader and when a problem is shown,

they select the proper anewer from no pockets.

5 hOw

3 + 3

Game developed by Cecelia Gonzales
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The basis for this approach to mathematics may be summarised
in the following manner.

1.. Establish a permanent math center.

2. Make it interesting and practical.

3. Promote interest.

4. Develop understanding.

5. Encourage discovery and the development of a variety
of ways of solving a problem.

6. Itathematics is treated as a whole.

7. Foster discussion. Encourage children to talk and
learn from each other.

8. Discover mathematical relationships in other areas.

9. Use real situations from the surrounding environment.

10. Mathematics can be a creative and fascinating subject.
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